
P eople love Wi-Fi access to the Internet. More and more, they are us-
ing the wireless connection technology at Starbucks cafés, in airport 
lounges and at home. Wi-Fi seems irresistible because it makes the 
Net available to users anytime, anywhere. It provides fast commu-

nications links that allow e-mail messages to appear almost instantly and 
Web pages to paint computer screens quickly—all with the mobility and 
freedom that has made cell phones nearly ubiquitous.

Pyramid Research, a communications industry research fi rm, predicts 
the global number of Wi-Fi users could top 271 million by 2008, with 177 
million of them in the U.S. Today’s Wi-Fi community already supports a 
vibrant international business in Wi-Fi equipment, estimated at about $3 
billion annually, according to extrapolations of fi gures produced by In-Stat, 
another market research company. But the very popularity of Wi-Fi also 
brings problems. As Wi-Fi networks become ever more heavily used, they 
may be unable to handle the expanded traffi c, causing clients’ devices to 
become bogged down with slow service and long delays. 

Even when the technology is working properly, wireless access is not as 
swift as that provided by high-speed wired connections to the Internet, such 
as digital subscriber line (DSL) or cable modem links, for example. Radio 
signals cannot hope to match the transmission speeds that copper wires or 
fi ber-optic cables make possible. Nor can Wi-Fi, or other wireless tech-
nologies that rely on radio, supply the same degree of security; the transmis-
sions can be intercepted by nearby radio receivers. 

Many of these problems were evident even in 1993, when I led a team at 
Carnegie Mellon University to build Wireless Andrew, the fi rst large-scale 
wireless local-area network (LAN) and a precursor to today’s Wi-Fi net-
works. Completed in 1999, Wireless Andrew now connects the entire cam-
pus [see “Terrestrial Wireless Networks,” by Alex Hills; Scientifi c Amer-
ican, April 1998]. 

A dozen years since the inception of our wireless network at Carnegie 
Mellon, much has happened in the world of wireless. Some diffi cult prob-
lems have arisen because of markedly increased Wi-Fi use, but substantial 
progress has also been made in solving them. Before considering these de-
velopments, however, we must discuss how Wi-Fi operates.

Wireless access to the Internet via Wi-Fi is increasingly 
popular, so the technology is being upgraded to ensure 
that users get prompt, reliable service 
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Smart Wi-Fi  

By Alex Hills

ENHANCED WI-FI ACCES S will 
result as engineers give wireless 
networks the automated “smarts” 
they need to deal with the growing 
number of mobile users trying to 
get on the Internet.
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Wi-Fi Workings
wi-f i net works  comprise Wi-Fi-equipped mobile com-
puters (laptops or handhelds) or special Wi-Fi telephone 
handsets, as well as access points (APs). APs are base stations 
that communicate by radio and by wire with both mobile 
systems and the networks that ultimately provide entrée to the 
Internet. Each AP can send and receive signals within a lim-
ited range, typically 20 to 50 meters inside a building. The 
coverage area of an AP forms a three-dimensional spherelike 
cell (analogous to a mobile telephone cell but much smaller) 
that can serve many mobile devices within it simultaneously 
[see illustration at right]. 

Wi-Fi networks were originally called wireless LANs. Be-
fore 1997 wireless LAN equipment did not interoperate—sys-
tems made by one manufacturer did not talk to those produced 
by other companies. But in 1997 the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers adopted the IEEE 802.11 standard, 
which eliminated that incompatibility. Today most wireless 
LAN equipment conforms to this standard, which is popu-
larly called Wi-Fi (for wireless fi delity). Although it does not 
dictate all aspects of network operation, the standard does 
assure that different equipment types can work together.

Four major concerns face the designers of Wi-Fi networks: 
ensuring reliability by making certain that service is not dis-
rupted by poor-quality radio transmissions; maintaining per-
formance by avoiding slow link speeds and overlong delays; 
designing AP networks that can completely blanket the cover-
age area; and providing security against unfriendly wireless 
eavesdroppers or unauthorized users.

The main reason that wireless LANs are subject to these 
problems is that the technology relies on radio transmission, 
which has its own specifi c operational drawbacks [see box on 
opposite page]. A signal received by a client or an AP can be 
degraded in various ways:

■   A wireless transmission is attenuated—that is, weakened 
by distance even when there are no obstructions (which 

can cause additional reductions in radio signal strength). 
■   A radio wave can suffer multipath distortion by refl ecting 

off walls and building structures, furniture, equipment or 
other objects in the near environs. Signals may then follow 
multiple paths from transmitter to receiver, which causes 
numerous copies of the same transmission to arrive at the 
receiver, each at a slightly different time. The delayed dupli-
cates can corrupt the direct (line-of-sight) signal, creating 
reception problems.

■   A third kind of signal degradation results from interference 
and noise effects. Interference is generated by confl icting 
radio transmissions. One common source of Wi-Fi network 
interference is the microwave oven, which can release stray 
radio signals. Fortunately, modern microwave ovens are 
well shielded to keep these emissions to a minimum. Radio 
noise occurs in nature but also comes from man-made 
sources such as electrical machinery, automobile engines 
and fl uorescent lighting.

Communications engineers are accustomed to overcom-
ing these diffi culties, but unfortunately their methods can 
slow transmission speeds. Whereas wired Ethernet networks 
provide service at speeds from 100 to 1,000 megabits per sec-
ond (Mbps), many wireless LANs employ the IEEE 802.11b 
standard and so operate at rates up to 11 Mbps. Newer IEEE 
802.11a and 802.11g equipment can run at speeds up to 54 
Mbps—still a bit sluggish compared with Ethernet opera-
tions. A soon-to-be-introduced version of IEEE 802.11 will 
allow communications as fast as 108 Mbps, however.

These numbers in fact overstate Wi-Fi transmission rates. 
Wi-Fi automatically drops from the maximum speed (11 or 
54 Mbps) to a lower rate to cope with radio signal attenua-
tion, multipath, interference and noise conditions. Hence, an 

■   As Wi-Fi technology—wireless access to the Internet—

grows ever more popular, increased traffi c threatens to 
overwhelm the radio-based local-area networks (LANs) 
people use to link with the Net, potentially causing 
unacceptable delays and service disruptions. A series of 
technical enhancements, comprising second-generation 
or smart Wi-Fi technology, will go a long way toward 
solving these problems. 

■   Designers of Wi-Fi networks worry about four issues: 
avoiding poor-quality radio transmissions; preventing 
slow link speeds and long delays; blanketing user areas 
with coverage; and providing suffi cient security. Smart 
Wi-Fi, which is just starting to come into operation, will 
accomplish all these tasks and more.

Overview/Wireless LANs
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WI-FI ACCES S POINTS are placed so the sphere-
shaped service coverage areas, called cells, 
overlap within a building structure to provide 
uninterrupted wireless reception.

Cell
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IEEE 802.11b link may step down from a data rate of 11 
Mbps to 5.5, 2 or even 1 Mbps. In addition, overhead bits—

extra digital bits that are added to each transmission to con-
trol network operation and reduce errors—further reduce the 
effective data rate.

Since the introduction of the initial Wi-Fi technology, my 
colleagues and I at Carnegie Mellon and Airespace (now a 
part of Cisco Systems), as well as engineers at other universi-
ties and companies, have worked to solve its shortcomings in 
the areas of reliability, performance, design and security. The 
resulting second-generation Wi-Fi equipment (called smart 
Wi-Fi technology here) embodies various new capabilities in-
tended to overcome existing problems. These enhancements 
rely on greater intelligence in the Wi-Fi systems.

Avoiding Congestion
sm art wi-fi  technology will improve a user’s experi-
ence with a wireless network by dealing with the issues of 
congestion, the changing radio environment and security in 
several ways. 

Network congestion—when an AP is called on to serve 
many users and thus becomes overloaded—is likely to cause 
delays and degrade service signifi cantly. Because a cell’s AP and 
the clients using it must share a single radio channel (segment 
of the radio spectrum) and only one station (an AP or a client) 

can successfully transmit at a time, confl icts can occur. Wi-Fi 
networks currently resolve clashes between competing stations 
within a cell by using a technique called carrier sense multiple 
access with collision avoidance: the CSMA/CA protocol. 

Under CSMA/CA, each station listens before sending a 
signal. If a station hears another one in the process of sending, 
it defers and waits until the channel is free. If two stations at-
tempt to send at about the same time, neither will hear the 
other and their transmissions will collide. When this happens, 
neither transmission is received correctly, and repeat trans-
missions must be made. When many computers are using a 
single AP, collisions occur frequently, so multiple repeat trans-
missions are needed and all the users face delays [see box on 
next page]. 

The problem of overloaded APs can be quite severe in 
areas of high user density. At Carnegie Mellon we first 
experienced this problem in our large lecture halls and class-
rooms. My team quickly realized that we could not even ap-
proach wired network performance in these crowded spaces, 
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TRANSMISSION GLITCHES: HOW WI-FI CAN FAIL 

Interference
from microwave

Access
point

Signals refl ected from 
metal objects

INTERFERENCE arises when 
a radio signal encounters other 
radio transmissions from 
electrical equipment such as 
a microwave oven. Radio noise, 
another problem, comes from 
natural sources and can also 
be emitted by electrical 
apparatus, such as a 
malfunctioning refrigerator.

AT TENUATION, or weakening, of 
a radio transmission occurs as 
the signal travels farther away 
from its source. Intervening 
objects may also cause signal 
strength to fall off.

MULTIPATH DIS TORTION results 
when a radio wave refl ects off 
nearby objects—walls, 
furniture, appliances—so that 
the wave takes multiple routes 
from the transmitter (access 
point, or AP) to the receiver. 
Several copies of the same 
signal can reach the receiver 
at slightly different times, 
creating reception problems. 
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Wireless LANs are subject 
to problems because the 
technology relies on radio, 
which has drawbacks.
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which can, at times, hold hundreds of mobile computer users.
The CSMA/CA protocol can also cause special diffi culties 

among distant APs and mobile devices that are operating on 
the same radio channel. If one AP or mobile device can hear 
a far-off (co-channel) AP or client, it will defer, just as it would 
to a station transmitting within its own cell. This co-channel 
overlap produces another kind of performance degradation 
[see box above].

Suppose, for instance, that Jane and Joe are using devices 
operating on the same radio channel but located in different 
parts of a building and associated with different APs. If Joe’s 

system can hear Jane’s, it will defer every time Jane’s system 
transmits, delaying messages waiting to be sent by Joe’s. Sim-
ilarly, if Jane’s system can hear Joe’s, it will be unable to send 
whenever Joe’s is transmitting, degrading her communica-
tions service. This problem would be particularly noticeable 
if either is using a voice handset. 

Designers can mitigate these situations by assigning chan-
nels carefully and by using a new feature called load balancing, 
which helps to reduce the chance of overtaxing an AP. Load 
balancing relies on the fact that clients may be within radio 
range of two or more APs. Smart Wi-Fi networks attempt to 
relieve congestion by distributing clients among APs more or 
less uniformly so that no one AP gets swamped, streamlining 
performance considerably.

A link between a client and an AP is called an association. 
It begins when a client initiates an association request. When 
an AP receives a request, it can either accept or deny it. Al-
though the IEEE 802.11 standard does not specify a software 
algorithm for making this kind of determination, a second-
generation AP (or the intelligent switch that controls it) consid-
ers the AP’s current load and also those being carried by near-
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WOES OF WIRELESS NETWORKS

COLLIDING SIGNAL S sent 
simultaneously by two or 
more Wi-Fi users to a single 
access point create 
holdups, because neither 
signal is received correctly. 
The users’ mobile devices 
must resend the signals.

DEL AYS C AN RESULT  
when two users who are 
operating on the same 
frequency send to two 
different APs, because 
each device may defer to 
the other.

INTERCEP TED 
TR ANSMIS SIONS by 
unauthorized users inside 
a local Wi-Fi coverage cell 
can occur if legitimate 
users fail to engage the 
proper signal-encryption 
security measures or if 
they allow malefactors 
to gain access to their 
authentication codes 
(user ID and password).
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by APs to help make a decision. A heavily loaded AP might not 
be the best one to associate with a new client. If such a request 
is received and the system knows that a lightly loaded AP is 
also within radio range of the requesting client, the AP may 
deny the association request, thus boosting the overall perfor-
mance of the network [see box below]. Along with other tech-
niques, load balancing will allow future Wi-Fi networks to 
perform well, even in high-density locations.

Changing Radio Environments
the aforement ioned  radio-related problems of atten-
uation, multipath, interference and noise can be alleviated 
substantially by good network design. A Wi-Fi network de-
signer has to decide where to place APs within a target space 
to provide for adequate coverage and performance. He or she 
must also choose which radio channels to assign to which 
APs. A designer needs to consider the characteristics of the 
radio environment and the geometry of the building in which 
the wireless LAN will be deployed to implement what is actu-
ally a three-dimensional radio network.

In selecting AP locations, a network designer aims 
to avoid coverage gaps, but he or she must simultaneously 
space the APs as far apart as possible to minimize the cost 
of equipment and installation. Another reason to separate 
the APs is that coverage overlap between APs operating on 
the same radio channel (known as co-channel overlap) 
degrades performance. Channel assignment, which is the 
second part of the design process, is typically carried out 

so as to minimize co-channel overlap, which reduces inter-
action between stations in different co-channel cells. 

Another new smart Wi-Fi feature, automatic cell-size con-
trol, allows cell sizes to expand and contract to adjust for 
changing radio conditions. The technique can also compen-
sate for a less than careful design or for AP failures.

Even for a very carefully confi gured network, the local 
radio environment can change from time to time. Thus, the 
original conditions may no longer exist. When metallic equip-
ment is moved in a factory, for example, a shift in the electro-
magnetic conditions can lead to coverage gaps. In this case, it 
is appropriate to expand or contract cell sizes to compensate. 
Cell sizes can be altered by adjusting the transmitter power 
output of Wi-Fi APs. If the modifi cations accurately refl ect 
the new radio environment, continuous network coverage can 
be maintained throughout the target space without undue cell 
overlap. (Currently APs can modify only their own transmit 
power levels, but pending additions to the IEEE 802.11 stan-
dard will permit APs to instruct clients to increase or decrease 
their transmit power as well.) 

Automatic cell-size control also has the potential to reduce 
the effort required to design a wireless LAN. This feature 
makes possible an abbreviated design process that places APs 
in reasonable, if not optimal, locations. Moreover, APs break 

b 1 2

INTELLIGENT WI-FI NETWORKS ADAPT
A smart Wi-Fi network can relieve congestion by distributing 
user connections evenly among the available Wi-Fi access 
points. This load-balancing feature (below, left) engages 
when a user attempts to link to a heavily loaded access point, 
such as AP1. If the system knows that a second, more lightly 
occupied AP is within radio range of the user, it will deny access 
to the fi rst AP and connect to the second AP, which will

 enhance the network’s overall operational performance.
When radio conditions change, a smart Wi-Fi system can 

alter its cell sizes to compensate. In this example (below, 
right), APs 3, 4 and 5 provide service to an interior space (1).
When the center AP4 cell fails unexpectedly, it leaves a breach 
in wireless coverage. The neighboring cells—AP3 and AP5—
expand to extend coverage across the gap (2).

AP2

AP1

AP3
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AP5
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When many computers use
an access point, collisions occur 
and all the users face delays.
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down from time to time. Depending on the particular posi-
tions of the APs and the antenna types employed, automatic 
cell-size control can temporarily fi ll in coverage holes caused 
by AP breakdowns [see box on preceding page].

Dynamic Channel Assignment
aps m ay also use  dynamic channel assignment in smart 
Wi-Fi networks to change radio channels automatically. De-
signers traditionally do channel assignment so as to minimize 
co-channel overlap based on the radio propagation environ-
ment. After the channel assignments have been made, they are 

typically static. The environment can change, however, so there 
is no guarantee that these assignments will remain valid.

A second-generation Wi-Fi network senses the radio envi-
ronment at intervals and then dynamically reassigns channels 
accordingly. This capability eliminates the need to execute 
channel assignment during the original design process. If fur-
niture is removed from an offi ce area, for example, it might 
cause a cell’s coverage region to enlarge. Should this expansion 
result in coverage overlap with another cell operating on the 
same channel, performance could drop off. It may be appropri-
ate in this case to switch the second cell to a different channel. 
Channel-switching algorithms assure that co-channel coverage 
overlap is minimized across the entire network. 

Smart Wi-Fi systems usually activate a channel-switching 
algorithm periodically to ensure that channel assignments 
refl ect the current radio environment. Dynamic channel as-
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Smart Wi-Fi networks are 
beginning to behave more

like their wired counterparts, 
and users are starting to notice.

Many readers may have heard of a new wireless access 
technology called WiMAX. What is it, and how is it related 
 to Wi-Fi? 

Whereas Wi-Fi is used widely by mobile devices, WiMAX 
was originally aimed at stationary connections to the 
Internet. (The term “WiMAX” is a creation of an industry group 
called the WiMAX Forum.)

Just as Wi-Fi is based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, WiMAX 
stems from the IEEE 802.16d standard, which was adopted in 
2004 to defi ne high-speed wireless service to stationary sites 
over distances of up to 50 kilometers. The maximum range for 
Wi-Fi is a few hundred meters. One reason for WiMAX’s greater 
range is that it can transmit at higher power levels, depending 
on the radio band. WiMAX will have the capability to run at 
75 megabits per second—many times the speed of digital 
subscriber lines (DSL)—but this capacity will usually be 
divided among many users.

WiMAX was conceived to provide the same kind of fast 
Internet service that is afforded by DSL, cable modem and even 
fi ber-optic systems. For this reason, it has also been called 
Wireless MAN (MAN stands for “metropolitan-area network”). 

Despite the technology’s origins, the WiMAX community 
more recently began work on a mobile version of the standard 
called IEEE 802.16e, which is popularly known as mobile 
WiMAX. Like Wi-Fi, it is intended to provide service to laptop 
computers and other mobile devices, but it will have greater 
range, probably up to a few kilometers.

Currently there is a good deal of computer industry buzz 
about mobile WiMAX, but the standard has not yet been 
adopted. Further, whether the technology will gain a foothold 
in the market still remains to be seen. It may turn out that 
WiMAX will not compete directly with Wi-Fi. Because of its 
higher power and longer range, it will most likely vie with 
third-generation (3G) cellular service in delivering mobile 
Internet service, fi rst in urban areas and later over larger 

regions. Like WiMAX, 3G operates at higher power levels than 
Wi-Fi, and its base stations cover larger areas than Wi-Fi’s do.

It is possible that eventually all three systems—Wi-Fi, 
WiMAX and 3G—will coexist, each fi lling a specialized niche. 
Because 3G and WiMAX run at higher power levels and employ 
different access schemes than Wi-Fi does, they will neither 
experience all the same problems nor need the same solutions 
described in this article.

Increasingly in the future, laptop computers and personal 
digital assistants (PDAs) will be equipped to work with multiple 
wireless networks. A laptop might connect with Wi-Fi in the home 
and offi ce environments but use WiMAX or 3G elsewhere. Thus, 
Wi-Fi/WiMAX or Wi-Fi/3G combinations may become 
commonplace at some point, with Wi-Fi/WiMax/3G computers 
capable of linking to all three networks arriving thereafter. —A.H. 

Wi-Fi vs. WiMAX 2 kilometers

Outdoor mobile 
WiMAX may have a 
coverage radius of 

2–3 kilometers

Outdoor Wi-Fi has 
a typical coverage 

radius of 
100 meters 

Indoor Wi-Fi has a 
typical coverage 

radius of 
20–50 meters
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signment techniques can also help improve performance by 
allowing APs to choose channels that are not experiencing 
local noise or interference.

Wireless Security
probably the most  widely discussed Wi-Fi prob-
lem is security. No users want strangers to monitor their e-
mail exchanges or gain unauthorized access to their system 
[see box on page 90]. The original IEEE 802.11 standard 
provided for transmission encryption through a feature called 
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP). Encryption is a way of con-
verting one bit stream to another (encrypted) bit stream such 
that the original bit stream can be reproduced only with the 
use of a key, the special cipher that was originally used to do 
the coding. But many wireless users never bother to activate 
the encryption feature and so send their transmissions “in the 
clear,” which permits easy interception. 

Even with WEP in use, clever people seeking to point out 
its vulnerabilities found ways to discover the keys and then 
decrypt messages. It became widely known in 2001 that WEP 
was fl awed, and since then developers have worked to bolster 
Wi-Fi network security.

Authorized access is also an issue for Wi-Fi networks. Us-
ers can identify themselves through an authentication process 
involving a user ID and password, but if malicious people can 
easily eavesdrop on others’ transmissions, they can readily 
“snoop” a user ID and password and thereby gain access to 
the network.

In 2003 and 2004 the IEEE 802.11 working group and the 
Wi-Fi Alliance (the industry group that coined the term “Wi-
Fi”) completed work on their related standards, IEEE 802.11i 

and Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA), which make much stron-
ger security measures available. These include enhanced en-
cryption techniques and substantially more secure methods 
for APs and clients to gain access to the keys needed to encrypt 
and decrypt transmissions.

WPA (which uses another standard, IEEE 802.1X) also 
provides a considerably stronger authentication process than 
was previously available. The combination of these new stan-
dards dramatically betters overall security for smart Wi-Fi 
networks. 

Some Wi-Fi equipment makers have added other security 
measures as well. One example is intrusion detection. Wire-
less networks differ from wired networks in that eavesdrop-
ping devices (and even APs) can be anywhere in or near a 
wireless network’s coverage area. (Wired intruders may at-
tack from a distance.) This is why some Wi-Fi equipment uses 
position location technology to detect the presence of a mali-
cious station. Using this feature, the network can track down 
the offending station and remove it.

With the development of smart Wi-Fi techniques, wireless 
networks are beginning to behave more like their wired coun-
terparts, and wireless users are starting to notice the differ-
ence. More remains to be done in this regard, though, and 
research to take Wi-Fi further is continuing. Work, for ex-
ample, is now under way to automatically fi nd a mobile device 
in a Wi-Fi network. This capability would allow network 
operators to quickly locate people (say, physicians in a hospi-
tal) or objects (products moving through a factory assembly 
line) as needed. 

Wi-Fi and other wireless communications technologies 
are growing—and changing—dramatically. More and more 
people in the U.S. and elsewhere are abandoning landline 
telephone service in favor of wireless cell phones, and mu-
nicipal governments such as Philadelphia’s are creating city-
wide Wi-Fi coverage areas. Meanwhile the use of third-gen-
eration (3G) cellular telephony is on the upswing, and a new 
wireless technology called WiMAX [see box on preceding 
page] may soon have a strong presence in the market. Increas-
ingly, we are living in a wireless world.  
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SMART WI-FI EQUIPMENT MAKERS 
COMPANY LOCATION WEB SITE

Aruba Networks Sunnyvale, Calif. www.arubanetworks.com

Cisco Systems/ San Jose, Calif. www.airespace.com
Airespace*

Cisco Systems/ San Jose, Calif. www.cisco.com
Aironet*

Colubris Waltham, Mass. www.colubris.com
Networks

Extreme  Santa Clara, Calif. www.extremenetworks.com
Networks

Symbol Holtsville, N.Y. www.symbol.com
Technologies

Trapeze Pleasanton, Calif. www.trapezenetworks.com
Networks

* Cisco Systems recently acquired Airespace, a smart Wi-Fi company. Cisco’s 
existing product, called Aironet, incorporates smart Wi-Fi features.
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